Surpassion EX
Ergonomic RGB Gaming Mouse

Surpassion EX is an ergonomic and powerful gaming
mouse with the RGB lighting shortcut function. Itʼs
ideal for those who love RGB vibe & comfortable
gaming experience.

Ergonomic Design For
More Comfort

Get Precisely & Better Accuracy

For those who enjoys the smooth & comfortable

MAX ACCELERATION

30G

control, Surpassion EX will be the best partner !

6400 DPI 150 IPS
RESOLUTION

MAX SPEED

With the excellent PixArt PAW 3309 optical sensor

By the ergonomic shape design and the button

inside, Surpassion EX provides the precise tracking

clicking ﬁne-tuned, Surpassion EX could be more

which delivers high speed reliability at 150 IPS,

simple and ready to tackle userʼs demands with

30G acceleration and pinpoint accuracy up to

no fuss. Surpassion EX will become a good

6400 DPI with a 1ms polling rate. Players could

choice for casual users !

use with its precise accuracy and do anything
better! Just using the Surpassion EX!

Built to Last

COMET RGB
Shortcut

Engineered to give gamers the unparalleled performance within the
intense gameplay, Surpassion EX is made of good material and is
equipped with the 20 million click switches

Surpassion EX could set various lighting eﬀects
just by the COUGAR COMET RGB SHORTCUT

which bring better clicking feel.

within the on-board memory. There are 7 lighting
modes to choose and also provide more deep
setting such as color change under each mode /

It not only brings the lowest response

color brightness / color directions by the lighting

time but also ensure the switchʼs

shortcuts. Users could change the light easily on

durability. Every component has been

their own and without installing any software.

engineered for great value and

What a brilliant setting of RGB light from

certainly built to last.

Surpassion EX!

Scroll Indicator

Gliding More Faster

When pressing the DPI button to change
the DPI level, Surpassion EX will show the

The more smoother PTFE skates of

color of each DPI on the scroll wheel for

Surpassion EX oﬀers a smooth,

2 seconds, then get back to original lighting

eﬀortless glide with low-friction,

eﬀects that user setting. This makes users

which makes mouse more

know the DPI level instantly,

responsive and become more

Thatʼs really great!

agile while gaming.

S P E C I F I C ATIO NS

PACKI NG DATA

Product name

COUGAR SURPASSION EX Gaming Mouse

Software

None(with on-board memory shotcuts)

Product Number (P/N) 3MSEXWOMB.0001

Individual W/O Packaging Weight (N.Weight) 110g

Sensor

PAW3309 Optical gaming sensor

Switching

20M gaming switches

EAN CODE

4710483772849

Individual Packaging Weight (G.Weight)

188g

Resolution

6400 DPI

Interface

USB plug

UPC CODE

192554003801

Individual Size W/O Packaging (LxWxH)

120 x 65 x 38 (mm)

JAN CODE

4541995036255

Individual Packaging Size (LxWxH)

158 x 121 x 52 (mm)

Maximum tracking speed 150 IPS

Cable Length 1.8m

Maximum acceleration

30 G

Weight

90g (Without cable)

Game type

FPS / MMORPG / MOBA / RTS

Dimension

120(L) X 65(W) X 38(H) mm

Polling Rate

1000Hz

w w w . cougargami n g . c om

4.72(L) X 2.55(W) X 1.49(H) in

REAL GEAR FOR REAL GAMERS

